1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Sign language (SL) is the main method of communication among the hearing-impaired or deaf individuals and members of their community who interact with them. Definitely, there are alternative forms of communication, however, these methods may not support natural interaction, where the receiver of the communicative message does not have to learn sign language or any other method of communication.

It is here that assistive technologies become a viable solution. Technologies that support natural interaction with/among users can be utilized to assist in the hearing-impaired or deaf individuals' successful social integration and to communicate with others in natural ways.

Assistive solutions which can interpret SL and translate it into verbal or textual cues is required to facilitate the inclusion of the hearing-impaired or deaf individuals in society. Nonetheless, and in spite of the growing research in this area, there is still a persistent need to develop efficient and easy to use assistive devices and specialized SL interpreters that perform such tasks.

Arabic Sign Language (ArSL) research acknowledges the demand for developing technologies which can be used to address the needs of the hearing-impaired or deaf people in Arabic communities as well as target the creation of inclusive environments for persons suffering from hearing loss. Various social institutions like health, education, transportation, etc. encourage and support this kind of research in Arabic countries, but the research outcomes reported until now leave much to be desired especially regarding the reliability and practicality of the developed solutions which eventually are rarely being adopted in real life situations. For example, one of the challenges for the deaf seeking the completion of their higher education is the absence of general admission to most university majors due to the small number of specialized solutions (interpreters, for example) that facilities their communication and effective inclusion.

One of the most prominent approaches in research addressing hearing-impaired or deaf individuals' inclusion in society makes use of technologies with natural interfaces that can be utilized as SL recognition systems, which incorporate advancements in gesture recognition, depth sensors, and machine learning algorithms.

Hand gestures in SL use the palms, finger positions and shapes to generate forms that refer to different letters and phrases with different meanings in different cultural contexts \[[@bib1],[@bib2]\]. Hence, gesture recognition refers to recognizing meaningful expressions of a motion produced by a human, including the hands, face, head, and body. Basically, gesture recognition is essential in application development ranging from ones used to interpret sign language to applications in the field of virtual reality \[[@bib3]\]. More specifically, there are two types of hand gestures: time independent static hand gestures are those in which the hand position does not change during the gesturing period, and time dependent dynamic hand gestures, where the hand position changes continuously with respect to time \[[@bib4]\].

In SL recognition systems that rely on natural interaction, depth sensors are a requirement. Depth sensors provide essential data about every object near the device, which will help in extracting many of the user body\'s features, such as the neckline, thumb and index fingers. In real life, hand and finger recognition needs extra extraction of features and uses complex procedures to achieve accurate gesture recognition using machine learning approaches \[[@bib5]\].

In such recognition systems, machine learning algorithms are used to translate SL based on human a gesture recognition process, which passes through a human detection phase and a gesture recognition or classification phase. Moreover, in the science of statistics and machine learning, basic learning algorithms that work on part of the data do not provide superior predictive performance than the ensemble methods that use several learning algorithms. The main reason for combining models of learning algorithms is their collaborations, where all models break down to capturing the high dimensional data in a more profound comprehension \[[@bib6],[@bib7]\]

The remaining content of this article is organized as follows: Section [2](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} presents the research objective, followed by Section [3](#sec3){ref-type="sec"}, which introduces a literature review of some of the related works. Then, a thorough description of the gesture recognition pipeline is provided in Section [4](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}. Section [5](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} details the proposed model (DPM). Section [6](#sec6){ref-type="sec"} highlights the results and discussion of important findings. Finally, Section [7](#sec7){ref-type="sec"} reiterates the importance of the study, the results and suggestions for future work.

2. Research objective {#sec2}
=====================

Previous research has shown that there is no single classifier modeling approach that is suitable for all gesture recognition tasks, which leads to a need for developing a system using a multi classification model \[[@bib8]\]. Therefore, this paper\'s objective is to achieve higher ArSL recognition accuracy results in live settings by comparing various combinations of algorithms, set with different parameters, used with a sensor device. The model of the system proposed could be the backbone of a gesture recognition system. The researchers believe that the use of ensemble algorithms can result in better recognition decisions; especially, with sensor devices (Kinect, for example) which have an average speed in capturing human movement. Therefore, to improve the recognition process, we recommend the implementation of a stacked algorithm.

3. Review of literature {#sec3}
=======================

Hand posture plays an important role in gesture recognition systems. It is defined as the pose or configuration of the hand in a single image, whether static or dynamic, that is used to implement commands such as selection, navigation, and image manipulation with specific movements that the application requires \[[@bib6],[@bib8]\].

Mittal, Kumar, Roy, Balasubramanian, & Chaudhuri (2019) proposed a modified long short-term memory (LSTM) model for continuous SLR in order to identify connected signs. The model split the continuous gestures into smaller units to be modeled with the neural networks. The researchers chose 942 sentences and 35 sign words from the Indian Sign Language (ISL) to test their model. The results showed an average accuracy of 72.3% for the sentences, and 89.5% for the individual words \[[@bib9]\].

Vo, Huynh, Doan, & Meunier (2017) presented an approach to extract features and classify the continuous dynamic gestures of the Vietnamese Sign Language (VSL). Microsoft Kinect depth sensor was used to capture the data. They employed Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm in their work, along with Hidden Markov Model (HMM) technique to compare the recognition accuracy. The approach was tested on 3000 samples formed of 30 dynamic gestures, and the results showed an average accuracy of 95% \[[@bib10]\].

Varshini and Vidhyapathi (2016) proposed a dynamic finger-gesture recognition system using the color camera of Microsoft\'s Kinect, with the clustering algorithm K-means that clusters the pixels into a specific range. They also applied a trigger based dynamic action recognition to recognize the single hand gesture \[[@bib11]\].

D\'Orazio et al., (2016) discussed the recent trends in gesture recognition, and how depth data has improved classical approaches. They also analyzed the perspective of the recent state-of-the-art; RGB-Depth (RGB-D) color-depth images as a new gesture recognition approach \[[@bib12]\]. They explored the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification algorithm and highlighted the use of angles, directions, and orientation which were the most recently used features in the field of processing of RGB-D data for gesture recognition \[[@bib12]\].

Halim & Abbas (2015) proposed a system that processes images and recognizes patterns to detect and translate sign language into speech by using a custom-built software tool. A Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm was employed to recognize certain gestures, an off-the-shelf software tool was used to generate the spoken language, and video streams were recorded via Microsoft Kinect tool. The proposed system succeeded in detecting gestures with 91% accuracy. They conducted an experiment in which they establish a communication between people with hearing impairments and others without any disabilities; and 87% of the sample found it helpful \[[@bib8]\].

In addition, Rehman, Halim, and Ahmad (2014), presented an idea of designing an ArSL interface for desktop application applied for Urdu language which belongs to the family of ArSLs. The American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) codes used for mapping the keystrokes to the Urdu character\'s images using Phonetic keyboard styles. Their proposed modules provide entities for applications like Urdu translation system and other interface based software \[[@bib13]\].

Among the important requirements for hand detection, and ultimately for recognition systems, are the sensors which track human movement. Nevertheless, one has to consider that the depth sensors' current movement tracking have a constrained zone of tracking and recognition, depending on natural lighting, lens occlusion (a special lens that removes visible light below 820 nm from being read), and hardware factors \[[@bib14]\].

Pisharady and Saerbeck (2015) defined depth data as a position determined by the three coordinates (X,Y,Z) localizing a point corresponding to an object in 3D space. This is the main object feature retrieved by the depth sensor. Furthermore, depth sensors retrieve data about each object close in distance to it, which improves gesture recognition beyond the limit of standard approaches based only on colorful images \[[@bib4]\].

Most of the research papers discussed previously follow similar steps to recognize SL gestures, so the following section will explain the most popular process pipeline and all technical terminologies that the researchers used for this paper.

4. Gesture recognition process {#sec4}
==============================

Recognition systems usually extract numerous values from the data, called features, and use complex procedures to achieve accurate gesture recognition \[[@bib1]\]. Following the extraction of the features step, classification becomes an important requirement. Classification can be achieved by using either one algorithm or a combination of multiple algorithms, referred to as an ensemble, such as boosting, stacking and bagging \[[@bib6]\].

Hence, recognizing and interpreting sign-language gestures in a sequential process goes through three steps: [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}-A presents a generic pipeline for a gesture recognition process, where data is input (via sensors), process of selecting certain data from the input through (feature extraction), and finally the output with classification [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}-A \[[@bib4]\]. These are the steps which the researcher adapts and follows in the proposed model ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}-B). They will be explained in detail in Section [5](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} (*The Dynamic Prototype Model*)*.*Figure 1Gesture recognition pipeline.Figure 1

4.1. Sensors {#sec4.1}
------------

The hardware component which is meanly used in this model is Kinect. It is considered a depth sensor which is usually used by other researchers to capture crucial data about each human close in distance to the sensors, by extracting many of the user\'s hand and body features. Advances in 3D depth cameras that were utilized by Kinect have produced many opportunities for multimedia computing \[[@bib15]\]. Kinect relies on depth technology, which allows users to deal with any system via a web camera \[[@bib2],[@bib16]\].

Kinect has a wide sensing range that can track the complete the user\'s skeleton and detect two fingertips from each hand and 20 joints from the whole body \[[@bib17]\]. The SDK Kinect class library converts the position point from the regular camera view to the depth camera view (which are considered the points in the real world). [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the Kinect field of view range, where Kinect converts each position point from Camera-Space (X, Y) to Depth-Space (X, Y,Z) with a device range view of 75° \[[@bib18]\].Figure 2Kinect field of view range.Figure 2

4.2. Feature extraction {#sec4.2}
-----------------------

Selecting data or features is crucial for gesture recognition, since body gestures are very rich in shape and motion variations \[[@bib19]\]. There are many features that are retrieved from sensor devices, but it is useless to use them all in a recognition system. So, these features should be either reduced or only important values could be extracted from them to reduce the data processing time \[[@bib20]\]. Data interpolation in feature extraction is a method of constructing new data points within the range of a discrete set of known data points such as piecewise constant interpolation, linear interpolation, polynomial interpolation, and spline interpolation \[[@bib21]\].

4.3. Classification {#sec4.3}
-------------------

Classification is the task of learning a target function (classification model) that maps each attribute set X to one of the predefined class labels (Y). A classifier is a systematic approach for building classification models from an input data set.

The main goal of the classification process is to predict a category of a new observation using earlier observations through a classification model \[[@bib22]\]. In classification, usually one of the two following methods is used:•Hold-out, where the mostly large dataset is divided to three subsets: a training set, validation set and testing set, yet most researchers utilize only training and testing sets \[[@bib12]\]. The main function of the training set is to build a predictive model, then the testing set asses the performance of this predictive model.•Cross-Validation (CV), which is a statistical method of evaluating and comparing learning algorithms by dividing data into two segments: one is used to train a model and the other is used to validate it \[[@bib23]\]. In typical cross-validation, the training and validation sets must cross-over in successive rounds, so that each data point gets a chance of being validated against \[[@bib23]\]. The basic form of cross-validation is k-fold cross-validation, the data is first partitioned into k equally or nearly equally sized segments or folds \[[@bib23]\].

Each method employs a learning algorithm to identify a model that best fits the relationship between the attribute set and the class label of the input data. A key objective of the learning algorithm is to build models with good generalization capabilities; i.e. models that accurately predict the class labels of previously unknown records \[[@bib24]\].

Classification machine learning algorithms are used to fit a predictive model to data. The top ten data mining algorithms identified and well researched by the IEEE International Conference on Data Mining (ICDM) are C4.5, k-Means, SVM, Apriori, EM, PageRank, AdaBoost, KNN, Naive Bayes, and CART \[[@bib25]\].

In statistics and machine learning, ensemble methods use multiple learning algorithms to obtain a better predictive performance than what could be obtained from any of the constituent learning algorithms \[[@bib7]\]. In addition, the overall meaning of ensembling (combination) is to combine the predictions of multiple different models together \[[@bib26]\]. There are many reasons to ensemble models, but it usually comes down to capturing a deeper understanding of high dimensional data \[[@bib26]\].

The three most popular methods for combining predictions from different models are bagging, boosting, and stacking. Stacking trains a learning algorithm by combining the predictions of several other learning algorithms. It is carried out in two steps: 1) training using the original data; 2) training using a suitable resampling method, such as: sum, maximum, minimum, and weighted majority voting of the predictions generated by the other algorithms, as extra inputs \[[@bib27]\].

One important part of the recognition systems is the evaluation of the classification algorithm. It is a vital step to determine which classification algorithm is suitable to represent the data, and how well this chosen algorithm will work in the future (Sayad, 2010). Statistical models that are based on the values of Accuracy, Area Under Curve (AUC), and logarithmic loss (logLoss) can be used to evaluate the model \[[@bib16]\].

5. The Dynamic Prototype Model (DPM) {#sec5}
====================================

The prototype software which was developed for this research connected a sensor (Kinect) with an easy to use application interface, developed by the researcher using Visual Studio 2013 with C\#, to capture the data of the human body (dataset) and transfer it to a personal computer. The users were interacting with the interface while they were standing in front of the sensor device in order to gesture the words ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 3Capturing data interface.Figure 3

The general implementation of the DPM model structure that was used in this research consisted of three main steps, which constituted the gesture recognition pipeline described previously. The steps were:1.Choosing the input device: A Kinect sensor was used to capture the ArSL words that were gestured by the participants. Each gestured word was considered a class.2.Feature extraction: The bone directions and joint angles were the main features used to describe gestures. These values were calculated from the data which was retrieved by the sensors. These values formed a dataset in which each gesture was classified into a certain class.3.Classification: Each gestured sign was assigned to a class using three of the most commonly used classification algorithms (SVM, RF, KNN). These algorithms were utilized to examine and classify gestured signs with less processing time while achieving a high level of accuracy.

Dynamic gestures in sign language stand for a word or a phrase; however, for the purposes of this research, dynamic gestures are only considered in the context of single words. Although the prototype could capture and save phrases as dynamic gestures without changing the technical requirements or recognition process, it demanded more advanced linguistic processing; which was outside the scope of this research.

Since some participants were able to gesture faster than others, some of the gestures spanned more frames than others. To address this issue; pre-processing methods were followed for representing gesture values.

The researchers used Caret, which has an interface to call multi classifier packages that were used in this research (SVM, RF, KNN) as well as an evaluation metric such as logLoss, ROC and AUC.

A number of steps have been followed to prepare the data which are: data interpolation, feature representation and deleting redundancy and null values. Then, DPM tested the accuracy of the stacking ensemble by adding features using the predictive models of the three algorithms SVM, KNN, and RF on the dataset of the dynamic words.

5.1. The experiment setup {#sec5.1}
-------------------------

The setup of the experiment entailed arranging the environment of the sensor with application that captured the data, determining the participants' tasks, and monitoring the dataset collection.

The experiment\'s environment was a typical room, a 4 × 6 space with normal Florence light. The Kinect was mounted on a table of a 100 cm height from the floor ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Although participants could stand away from Kinect in range of one to four meters while using it, the researcher asked them to stand two meters away when capturing dynamic gestures. This was needed to accurately capture dynamic gestures for all participants.Figure 4Experiment environment.Figure 4

As for the ArSL dataset used for this study, it is important to note the unavailability of online ArSL datasets, which focus on image depth values and which can be reliable in terms of quality. Therefore, the researchers created their own dataset. It took one week to capture the required data based on the participants' free time.

The dataset was collected from 10 non-deaf participants, who were able to sign a few words in ArSL. The recruitment of participants was through an internal broadcast for volunteers with clear details about the experiment and what will be required of each volunteer.

The ten participants were asked to gesture 6 selected dynamic words (classes) ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), where each participant stood in front of Kinect and gestured the same word one or more times. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} illustrates the 222 observations that were collected for each word and the proportion of each sign in the dataset.Figure 5Dynamic words signs.Figure 5Table 1ArSL dynamic words and their proportions.Table 1Class Name\# of observationClass ProportionCommon-شائع310.1396Protein-بروتين320.1441Stick-التصق350.1577Disaster-بلاء380.1712Celebrity-شخصية بارزة420.1892Bacteria-بكتريا440.1982Total222100

The researchers\' role was to monitor the participants' interaction with the prototype, and click the save button, whenever a gesture was performed for two reasons: 1) the participants were using both of their hands during the gesturing process, 2) the researchers had to ensure that the participants did not perform extra gestures while the device was capturing the frames that might distort the gesture input (like the movement to click save). The result was a dataset of 222 observations.

The dynamic gesture dataset for the same gestured word had multi frames, even if the same participant had made the same gesture. Each observation sequence was considered as a word with many features if it was captured from a specific participant. For example, [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the sequence of signing the phrase "شخصيةبارزة" (celebrity), which is a sequence of 10 frames that represents one user\'s observation.Figure 6View of "شخصية بارزة" (celebrity) gesture frames.Figure 6

The dataset was divided eventually into two or more sets. The two main sets existing in this division were a training and a testing set. The training set was used to train the recognition system on the meaning of data values, while the testing set was used to assess the performance of the recognition system, as to whether it would be capable of accurately recognizing new incoming gestures.

The three used algorithms were SVM, RF, and KNN. SVM is considered one of the most sophisticated algorithms; RF is one of the most widely used algorithms, while KNN is one of the easiest algorithms to implement (needs less computational time).

All three classification algorithms, which had been chosen for this research, had parameters that could be set with different values, which would affect the results. Therefore, the researcher explored each classification algorithm with different parameter settings to explore the recognition rate.

This research implemented SVM using two of the most commonly used kernels: SVM with linear kernel, and SVM with a radial kernel. In addition, SVM with a linear kernel has only one parameter to tune, which is the cost parameter. This parameter could be set to default (caret package has been used to choose the cost parameter) or tuned by values to see if a better performance could be achieved by tuning the cost parameter. On the other hand, SVM with a radial kernel has two parameters: cost and gamma. First, the models were trained by setting the caret package in R to choose different combinations of the two parameters (cost and gamma) to see which combination would yield a better performance.

Therefore, all parameters of the three classification algorithms were set twice: the first set of parameters were done with default values using caret package and the second set of parameters were done with tuning of a range of values set by the researchers. The default parameter would provide a good starting point from which tuned values could be used in order to assess which parameter setting would yield the better performance.

This approach created predictive models of the three algorithms. The top three predictive models, which had the highest training performance, were chosen for the ensemble approach. Therefore, three new predictive models appeared. For example, if the top three models were SVMLD, RFD, and SVMRT, the new three stacked models would be SVMLDS, RFDS, and SVMRTS -- adding the suffix (-S).

The following is the list of abbreviations for the eleven predictive models of the three algorithms (SVM, RF, KNN) based on different parameter settings:1KNND: Nearest Neighbor with Default values2KNNT: Nearest Neighbor with Tuning values3SVMRD: Support Vector Machine with Radial kernel and Default values4SVMLD: Support Vector Machine with Linear kernel and Default values5SVMLT: Support Vector Machine with Linear kernel and Tuning values6SVMRT: Support Vector Machine with Radial kernel and Tuning values7RFT: Random Forest with Tuning values8RFD: Random Forest with Default values9SVMLDS: Support Vector Machine with Linear kernel, Default values and Stacking.10RFDS: Random Forest with Default values and Stacking.11SVMRTS: Support Vector Machine with Radial kernel, Tuning values and Stacking.

5.2. Smoothing gestures with interpolation {#sec5.2}
------------------------------------------

Interpolation has been used to make all signs span an equal number of frames (8 frames). Therefore, data interpolation in this research means equalizing the number of captured frames for the same gesture word. For example, if user1 gestured the dynamic word "بكتيريا" (Bacteria) within 5 frames and user 2 gestured the same word within 9 frames, data interpolation makes the number of frames = 8 for both.

The function 'spline' (which is used for non-linear interpolation) from R has been used to perform cubic interpolation of the data points. This function has been chosen over a simpler linear interpolator, like the 'approx' function, to imitate the natural hand movement of a human signer. Spline interpolation is smoother and more suitable for representing the natural hand movement. Therefore, the median value of frames across all gestures has been chosen to be the unifying number, which happened to be 8 frames.

5.3. Feature representation {#sec5.3}
---------------------------

Feature representation in dynamic gestures means the process of transforming dataset values into features that better represent the underlying problem of the predictive models, resulting in an improved category recognition accuracy of data in the testing set. So, the algorithm\'s success in predicting data in the testing set is represented by the features that the algorithm can understand. Since each 8 rows represent one observation, and machine learning classification algorithms are designed to deal with each row as a single observation, some feature representations are needed in order to represent each block of the 8 rows as a single row.

The researchers have chosen to represent each feature, which spanned 8 rows, with two statistical parameters: the mean, to capture the centrality, and the standard deviation, to capture the dispersion. Therefore, each original feature has been transformed into two features, and each 8 rows have been transformed into a single row.

5.4. Classification implementation for DPM {#sec5.4}
------------------------------------------

The dynamic words' dataset was split into three parts: training set 1, training set 2, and a testing set. Then, the predictive models of the three algorithms (SVM, KNN, RF) were trained and evaluated individually, using training set 1 and the testing set. The results of the three algorithms were used to apply the ensemble stacking with added features. In particular, a 5-flod CV was used to train the predictive models, using training set 2, and to evaluate the performance also using the same three evaluation metrics (Accuracy, AUC, and logLoss). The top three categories were used to provide new features for the stacking ensemble.

### 5.4.1. Classification implementation individual algorithms {#sec5.4.1}

The classification implementation for the first predictive models used in DPM were SVM\'s predictive models. [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} show the results of SVMLD and SVMLT respectively.Figure 7Evaluation results of the 5-fold CV for SVMLDFigure 7Figure 8Evaluation results of the 5-fold CV for SVMLTFigure 8

A slight improvement was noticed with the fine tuning of the cost parameter, as logLoss dropped from 0.7297 (in the default case) to 0.7031 (in the tuned case).

[Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} illustrate the SVMRD and SVMRT evaluation results respectively.Figure 9Evaluation results of the 5-fold CV for SVMRDFigure 9Figure 10Evaluation results of the 5-fold CV for SVMRTFigure 10

When using a tuned value, where cost = 8 and gamma = 0.001, logLoss was reduced to 0.6704, compared to 0.8174 in SVMRD.

The classification implementation for the second predictive model used in DPM were KNN\'s predictive models. First, KNN was set with a default parameter fit ([Figure 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}), then the k parameter was tuned ([Figure 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 11Evaluation results of the 5-fold CV for KNNDFigure 11Figure 12Evaluation results of the 5-fold CV for KNNTFigure 12

The classification implementation for the third predictive model used in DPM were RF\'s predictive models, with only one tuning parameter (mtry). [Figure 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"} show the results of RFD and RFT respectively.Figure 13Evaluation results of the 5-fold CV for RFDFigure 13Figure 14Evaluation results of the 5-fold CV for RFTFigure 14

RFD results show that Accuracy has the highest value when choosing mtry = 2, while AUC and logLoss had mtry = 111. A slight improvement in RFT results was noticed due to the fine tuning.

### 5.4.2. Results based on the testing set {#sec5.4.2}

[Figure 15](#fig15){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} show the evaluation of DPM\'s predictive models of data in the testing set. SVM\'s predictive models outperformed the KNN and RF predictive models on the testing set.Figure 15The testing set overall results for all individual models.Figure 15Table 2Testing set results for all individual predictive models.Table 2modellogLossAUCAccuracySVMRT0.56100020.98484060.7924528SVMRD0.63393500.97731890.7924528RFD0.75595460.94946490.7358491RFT0.76626240.94801420.7358491SVMLD0.77906140.95544070.7924528KNND0.79813150.93792910.7169811KNNT0.79813150.93792910.7169811SVMLT0.83856680.95397820.7735849

[Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}[Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, and [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} show the results of classification performance by class using logLoss, AUC, and Accuracy evaluation metrics.Table 3Individual class evaluation using LogLoss metric for dynamic words.Table 3SVMLDSVMLTSVMRDSVMRTKNNDKNNTRFDRFTBacteria-بكتريا0.27360.24580.26460.22960.3270.3270.35190.3468Celebrity-شخصية بارزة0.21620.24290.2240.2080.27970.27970.26380.2704Common-شائع0.22640.24750.14380.13520.18820.18820.24330.242Disaster-ابتلاء0.16510.1790.16390.15560.22290.22290.13820.1405Protein-بروتين0.32130.36680.17380.14940.19810.19810.15390.1645Stick-التصق0.07820.10170.11780.09080.18710.18710.09580.0939Table 4Individual class evaluation using AUC metric for dynamic words.Table 4SVMLDSVMLTSVMRDSVMRTKNNDKNNTRFDRFTBacteria-بكتريا0.94810.94810.95240.96750.86150.86150.86150.8810Celebrity-شخصية بارزة0.96510.95350.96510.96980.91160.91160.92790.9233Common-شائع0.95960.96270.98760.99070.96580.96580.92550.9130Disaster-ابتلاء0.98480.98740.99490.99490.94700.94701.00001.0000Protein-بروتين0.87500.87220.96670.98610.95560.95560.98190.9736Stick-التصق1.00001.00000.99721.00000.98610.98611.00000.9972Table 5Individual class evaluation using accuracy metric for dynamic words.Table 5SVMLDSVMLTSVMRDSVMRTKNNDKNNTRFDRFTBacteria-بكتريا0.76080.80630.79440.76080.79440.74890.74890.7608Celebrity-شخصية بارزة0.86510.81510.86510.85350.69190.69190.80350.8151Common-شائع0.83540.82450.84630.84630.76400.76400.72050.7205Disaster-ابتلاء0.91040.91040.96590.95450.88760.87630.97730.9659Protein-بروتين0.92640.86390.86390.86390.85280.85280.87500.8639Stick-التصق0.98890.98890.92641.00000.86390.86390.93750.9375

### 5.4.3. New features for DPM {#sec5.4.3}

The statistical comparison between the DPM\'s predictive models was based on their CV performance for each evaluation metric ([Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}).Table 6Statistics summary for all individual models: LogLoss metric.Table 6Min.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max.SVMLD0.48562240.56638990.74798590.72967980.89166930.9567313SVMLT0.45910320.52066930.75951370.70312780.87710760.8992454SVMRD0.59982650.60811600.78773640.81738090.98772531.1035006SVMRT0.43547330.45503250.70735250.67037560.82145750.9325619KNND0.73707850.78022880.97869600.90376230.98941721.0333910KNNT0.73707850.78022880.97869600.90376230.98941721.0333910RFD0.49988790.54641800.72240550.65569900.72768160.7821022RFT0.50951830.56351010.69277030.64608350.72481940.7397994

The top three categories were chosen based on the mean logLoss on CV. These top three were used to provide new features for the stacking ensemble. It has been observed that RFT, RFD, and SVMRT were the top three models ([Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}).

Moreover, plotting the distribution of each of the three-evaluation metrics showed the degree of variance that each category exerted ([Figure 16](#fig16){ref-type="fig"}). The box, such as SVM predictive models, that was more centred around its median value (the black point in the middle), the less variance it exerted; hence it would be more reliable when exposed to the data in the testing set, and vice versa.Figure 16Distribution of the logLoss Evaluation Metric.Figure 16

[Figure 17](#fig17){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 18](#fig18){ref-type="fig"} show box plots for the predictive models for the AUC and Accuracy metrics. The box of RFT predictive model is shorter and centred around its median value; hence it would be more reliable when exposed to the data in the testing set.Figure 17Distribution of the AUC evaluation metric.Figure 17Figure 18Distribution of the accuracy evaluation metric.Figure 18

### 5.4.4. Training and evaluating a stacking ensemble of dynamic words {#sec5.4.4}

The performance of DPM was evaluated, with and without stacking, by comparing the individual and stacked predictive models (overall and individual classes).

[Figure 19](#fig19){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"} illustrate that each stacked predictive category has surpassed its individual counterpart.Figure 19Comparing Individual and Stacked Models.Figure 19Table 7Comparing individual and stacked models (overall).Table 7modellogLossAUCAccuracySVMRTS0.55662210.98231480.8301887SVMRT0.56100020.98484060.7924528SVMRD0.63393500.97731890.7924528RFTS0.73183620.95021160.7358491RFDS0.75052170.94999480.7358491RFD0.75595460.94946490.7358491RFT0.76626240.94801420.7358491SVMLD0.77906140.95544070.7924528KNND0.79813150.93792910.6792453KNNT0.79813150.93792910.6981132SVMLT0.83856680.95397820.7735849Table 8Class comparison using LogLoss for dynamic words.Table 8SVMLDSVMLTSVMRDSVMRTKNNDKNNTRFDRFTSVMRTSRFTSRFDSBacteria-بكتريا0.27360.24580.26460.22960.3270.3270.35190.34680.22820.3280.3306Celebrity-شخصية بارزة0.21620.24290.2240.2080.27970.27970.26380.27040.20730.26950.2715Common-شائع0.22640.24750.14380.13520.18820.18820.24330.2420.13510.24110.2544Disaster-ابتلاء0.16510.1790.16390.15560.22290.22290.13820.14050.14630.13440.1313Protein-بروتين0.32130.36680.17380.14940.19810.19810.15390.16450.15190.16090.1631Stick-التصق0.07820.10170.11780.09080.18710.18710.09580.09390.09090.09340.0916Table 9Class comparison using AUC for dynamic words.Table 9SVMLDSVMLTSVMRDSVMRTKNNDKNNTRFDRFTSVMRTSRFTSRFDSBacteria-بكتريا0.94810.94810.95240.96750.86150.86150.86150.88100.96100.87120.8918Celebrity-شخصية بارزة0.96510.95350.96510.96980.91160.91160.92790.92330.96980.92090.9233Common-شائع0.95960.96270.98760.99070.96580.96580.92550.91300.98760.92860.9099Disaster-ابتلاء0.98480.98740.99490.99490.94700.94701.00001.00000.99491.00001.0000Protein-بروتين0.87500.87220.96670.98610.95560.95560.98190.97360.98060.98060.9778Stick-التصق1.00001.00000.99721.00000.98610.98611.00000.99721.00001.00000.9972Table 10Class comparison using accuracy for dynamic words.Table 10SVMLDSVMLTSVMRDSVMRTKNNDKNNTRFDRFTSVMRTSRFTSRFDSBacteria-بكتريا0.76080.80630.79440.76080.77060.77060.74890.76080.85170.74890.7608Celebrity-شخصية بارزة0.86510.81510.86510.85350.69190.74190.80350.81510.86510.80350.8151Common-شائع0.83540.82450.84630.84630.76400.76400.72050.72050.84630.72050.7205Disaster-ابتلاء0.91040.91040.96590.95450.84340.84340.97730.96590.97730.97730.9659Protein-بروتين0.92640.86390.86390.86390.85280.86390.87500.86390.86390.87500.8639Stick-التصق0.98890.98890.92641.00000.86390.86390.93750.93750.98890.93750.9375

Moreover, the performance of each predictive category on an individual class basis was applied ([Table 8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"}, [Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"}, and [Table 10](#tbl10){ref-type="table"}).

6. Data interpretation of DPM\'s results {#sec6}
========================================

•The stacking ensemble models had higher recognition accuracy rates than its individual counterpart. For example, SVMRTS had higher recognition accuracy rates than SVMRT. In addition, RFTS had higher recognition accuracy rates than RFT. However, it is not absolute that all stacking ensemble models outperformed an individual category. For example, SVMRT had higher recognition accuracy rates than RFTS.•In SVMLT, a slight improvement was noticed with the fine tuning of the cost parameter, as logLoss dropped from 0.7297 (using the default parameter values) to 0.7031 (in the tuned case).•The top three models, according to their mean logLoss statistics, were: RFT, RFD, and SVMRT. However, SVM\'s models outperformed other models on the testing set.•The highest variance was noticed among SVM models. On the other hand, the RF models had a moderate degree of variance, while the variance degree of KNN models was midway between SVM and RF.•Overall, the RF and SVM models had higher recognition accuracy rates than KNN\'s models because, on average, they had less logLoss value.•Two gestured words have been predicted by the models with a very high degree of recognition accuracy, "التصق" (Stick) achieved 100% and "ابتلاء" (Disaster) achieved 97.73%, while the two words, "بكتريا" (Bacteria) achieved 74.89% and "شخصية بارزة" (Celebrity) achieved 69.19% were significantly lower. That could be due to the participants signing these words in a similar manner (not much discrepancy).•The box plots in [Figure 16](#fig16){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 17](#fig17){ref-type="fig"}, and [Figure 18](#fig18){ref-type="fig"} illustrate that:•The SVM models show the highest degree of variance among the eight models.•The RF models show compact, although not quite centred distributions, which means they have a moderate degree of variance.•The KNN models show a degree of variance that is 'narrower' than the SVM models, but wider than RF, because their boxes are shorter than the SVM\'s, but longer than the RF\'s.

When analyzing box plots in general, many factors affect the recognition accuracy of each category, some are attributed to the design structure (how complex the model implementation structure is) and others are attributed to the algorithm being used with the model.

To simplify, [Table 11](#tbl11){ref-type="table"} presents comparisons of algorithms models' results with the mean values achieved by each algorithm when applied in different models for predicting the testing dataset. The three-evaluation metrics used in this research were (Minimum logLoss, Maximum AUC, Maximum Accuracy). In general, [Table 11](#tbl11){ref-type="table"}, indicates that evaluating algorithm performance relies on the agreement between at least two metrics of the three that represent the highest value, as indicated by the shaded cells in each category. [Table 11](#tbl11){ref-type="table"} shows that among the 11 results for dynamic words, the highest recognition rates were achieved by the SVM models. The researchers had previously reviewed related research, which used Kinect and a number of classification algorithms; however, the focus was not on ArSL, and the methodology and experiment processes used, were run in different ways \[[@bib8]--[@bib10]\]. Considering the results of our current research, as demonstrated in [Table 11](#tbl11){ref-type="table"}, one notes that the algorithm we implemented (SVMRTS) has achieved an accuracy value of 83% higher than the accuracy rates achieved by the researchers in \[[@bib9]\]; nonetheless, lower than that which is demonstrated in \[[@bib8],[@bib10]\].Table 11Summary based on algorithm.Table 11Min of logLossMax of AUCMax of AccuracyKNND0.7981320.937929167.92453%KNNT0.7981320.937929169.81132%RFD0.7559550.949464973.58491%RFDS0.7505220.949994873.58491%RFT0.7662620.948014273.58491%RFTS0.7318360.950211673.58491%SVMLD0.7790610.955440779.24528%SVMLT0.8385670.953978277.35849%SVMRD0.6339350.977318979.24528%SVMRT0.5610000.984840679.24528%SVMRTS0.5566220.982314883.01887%

7. Conclusion {#sec7}
=============

Technology plays an important role in enhancing communication with the deaf, yet the available solutions lack accuracy and speed, which make them difficult to implement in real life applications to improve their quality of life. Several combinations of a depth sensor and algorithms set with different parameters were investigated for recognition accuracy of ArSL.

Although the recognition accuracy depends on the size of the dataset in general, the SVM algorithm set to radial kernel and tuned parameters achieved the highest recognition accuracy rates when using Kinect. In addition, using the SVM algorithm is sufficient to classify gestures with selected features by using angles and bone orientation. If the dataset is small, then using a 5-Fold CV to train the classification model yields higher recognition rates. In conclusion, evaluation of the algorithms' performance using more than one metric is essential to compare the recognition accuracy rates.

A main contribution of this paper was the developed software prototype to capture and manage the dataset collected from the participants' gestures, which could also be used by other researchers in the field, to achieve higher ArSL recognition rates.

The dynamic gesture pose estimation is still an active field of research, and the model designed to extract the features which was used in this research prototype can be enhanced. Therefore, future work could focus on developing algorithms that are able to produce higher accuracy rates, such as using deep learning algorithms after adding more observations to the dataset.
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